zon as a sphere of action, is in a decade enormously widened by the new
services rendered by the machinery. Horizontality has received immense
impetus, an impulse that will soon make human activity immeasurable
and therefore unendurable on any present terms or scale of city spacing.
The pain of adc&tional human city-pressure is senselessly caused if we
take a sensible view of our coming of age in this new era, this amazing
Twentieth Century of ours.
But here we are helpless to face this issue, though really witnessing
fatal internal collision between these mechanistic factors, we neglect their
significance and thoughtlessly find release, new pride in piling high up
into the air. Cowardly human tendency in any emergency is either to run
or to stay right there where we are. We do both with animal fear and
exaggerated human sentimentality. But mostly we pig-pile in consequence.
To meet this human weakness—eventually it is fear of freedom—under
economic pressure, the skyscraper was born. Invention, for twenty years,
looking for salvation to the engineer, the streamliner, and the elevator,
has been trying to thus hold the profits of superconcentration. But the sky-
scraper is now seen as but a landlord's ruse to have and hold the profits of
thoughtless super-imposition. In our thrilling skyscrapers we see only a
commercial expedient, one that enabled landlords to exploit the herd and
to the limit. By government ordinance and official order, as usual, it was
done and is maintained.
Thus the greater human freedom, ability to spread out on the new
space terms without personal inconvenience (and this is the most valuable
gift brought by the undreamed-of powers of these new servants: electrical
intercommunication, the automobile, the telephone, the airship, the radio
and the press), which by twist of the capitalist wrist the skyscraper repre-
sented for the moment, every great city perverts from the man himself to
be exploited in some form of profit to lucky realty. As the realtor's super-
concentrations boomed, 1929 was inevitable.
Let us readily admit the thrill for the thoughtless in such acceleration
and superconcentration directly due to this unwise exaggeration. But no
one just now as socio-economic temperatures run high seems to want to
know whether the acceleration is the healthy excitement of normal
growth or really the fever of disease. Few seem to care much whether such
acceleration means human progress or is only some form of the disease
commercial exploitation, likely to be and make this machine-age the
swiftest but the shortest-lived civilization in all history. The architect,
however, does care. He must*
TIME
This iteration and reiteration of an idea is probably wearing upon my
reader even bow when the story of the idea has hardly begun. I feel the
matter so important that at the risk of turning an autobiography into
propaganda I will go on with it,
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